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Fast and feasible
NEW SOUTH WALES-BASED GRANT ENGINEERED HAS FOUND THAT USING
THE ‘READY-TO-FIT’ QUICKSILVER FLOOR LINER FROM E-PLAS DOESN’T JUST
IMPROVE ITS CLIENTS’ UNLOADING PROCESSES, BUT HELPS THE TRAILER
MANUFACTURER’S PRODUCTION TIMES AS WELL.
The advantages of E-Plas’ QuickSilver floor
liner are largely centred on its lightweight
properties, durability and slickness in
unloading bulk materials from a tipper –
all to the benefit of the end user. Yet what
often flies under the radar is the simplicity
of its installation.
Sydney-based tipper manufacturer, Grant
Engineered, has been fitting QuickSilver to
its tippers since 2006, with Director, Grant
O’Brien, explaining that the user-friendly
lining product helps keep manufacturing
times to a minimum.
“The way E-Plas delivers the QuickSilver
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scored coils, it’s enhanced our production
times significantly and really simplifies
the process.”
Grant says having ‘ready-to-fit’ material
has benefitted the overall operation with
production times shortened, helping the
business meet its deadlines. “E-Plas has
catered the supply of the QuickSilver to
our processes,” Grant says.
“It’s quality service like that which is why
we continue to order from E-Plas. Given
the popularity of the QuickSilver with our
customers, that partnership won’t change
anytime soon.”
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